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WETLAND REGULATORY SIMPLIFICATION STUDY
As Pursuant to
Wetlands Conservation Act of 1991

MINNESOTA DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
DIVISION OF WATERS
&

BOARD OF WATER AND SOIL RESOURCES

JANUARY 22, 1992

Pursuant to 1991 Laws, Chapter 354
Article 6, Section 20
Revo~t #1 qf to/o ~evorts

ERRATA SHEET
WETLAND REGULATORY SIMPLIFICATION STUDY
Page 24:
"The DNR clearing-house would then provide the applicant with a
checklist of the agencies notified and their response to the
project."
Is corrected to read:
"The BNR clearing-house would then provide the applicant with a
checklist of the agencies notified and their response to the
project."
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Department of Natural Resources and the Board of Water and Soil
Resources, in consultation with the appropriate State and Federal
agencies,

conducted

a

regulatory processes.

study

to

examine

and

simplify

wetland

The purposes of this study were to:

1)

examine current wetland regulatory programs, 2) explore options of
combined local,

State and Federal processes relating to wetland

regulation, and 3) recommend alternatives to aid in the public's
understanding
permit

of

process.

regulatory
The

U. s.

programs
Army

and

Corps

simplify

of

the wetland

Engineers,

the

U. s.

Environmental Protection Agency, the U.S. Soil Conservation Service
and the U. s.
agencies

Fish and Wildlife Service are the primary Federal

involved with wetland regulation.

The

Department

of

Natural Resources, the Board of Water and Soil Resources and the
Minnesota Pollution Control Agency are the primary State agencies
involved in wetland regulation.

Watershed Districts,

Watershed

Management Organizations, counties, townships, and cities regulate
wetlands at the local level.

Soil and Water Conservation Districts

assist in the regulation of wetlands at the local level.

This

study revealed many differences

Federal

permit

application

between

processes,

fee

local,

State and

rates,

areas

of

jurisdiction, enforcement procedures and appeal/hearing procedures.
Current

local,

state

and

Federal

program

differences

are

not

adaptable to a combined application process without law and rule
changes.

Regulatory simplification is a very complicated process.
or eliminating regulatory processes would require
changes.

Pre-approval

of

projects

has

been

Combining

law and rule

taken

as

far

as

·possible without authorizing projects having potential for causing
significant environmental damage.

U.S.

Army Corps of Engineers

general permits could be expanded to reduce overlap between State
and Federal wetland regulatory programs.

The assumption of Section

404 would complicate regulation of wetlands and is impossible for
the State to achieve given the current situation.

The legislature

should request exemption from Federal regulation of wetlands.

An

interagency project notification form would not require extensive
rule or law changes.

Expanded Memoranda of Agreement would enhance

interagency cooperation.

A packet containing a common interagency

notification form and a common informational brochure is the best
way to achieve wetland regulatory simplification.

WETLAND REGULATORY SIMPLIFICATION
I. INTRODUCTION

PURPOSE OF CURRENT REVIEW
In May of

1991,

the Minnesota Legislature passed the Wetlands

Conservation Act of 1991 (Laws of Minnesota 1991, Chapter 354).
This Act contains many broad ranging changes to the current state
of wetland protection and regulation.

Included in the Act is a

mandate that the Board of Water and Soil Resources (BWSR) and the
Commissioner of

the Department of Natural Resources

(DNR),

in

consultation with the appropriate Federal agencies, develop a plan
to simplify and coordinate State and Federal regulatory processes
related to wetland use by January 1,

1992.

Individuals who are

currently proposing to work in "protected" wetlands can be faced
with at least three sets (Local, State and Federal) of regulations,
permit

processes,

and

philosophies

(Appendix

A;

adapted

from

Wetland Program Comparison Fact Sheet, DNR-DOW, no date reference).
The

intent

processes

of

more

simplification
understandable

is

to

make

for

the

wetland

public

regulatory

through

enhanced

interagency cooperation.
REGULATORY AGENCIES
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USCOE), the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency
(FWS)

are

the

regulation.
(Section 10)

(EPA)

primary

and the U.S.
Federal

Fish and Wildlife Service

agencies

involved

with

wetland

The USCOE administers the 1899 Rivers and Harbors Act
and the 1972 Clean Water Act

(Section 404)

programs for projects which affect our nations waters.
1

permit
The EPA

oversees the administration of the Clean Water Act (Section 404)
and provides comment and oversight to the USCOE on peotion 10 and
Section 404 permit applications.

The FWS also provides review and

comment to the USCOE on projects which will affect our nations
water resources.

In addition, agricultural landowners who wish to

farm wetlands must follow U.S.
guidelines

if

they

are

to

Soil Conservation Service

avoid

losing

U.S.

(SCS)

Department

of

Agriculture (USDA) farm subsidies.

The

primary

State

agencies

involved

in

the

protection

and

regulation of Minnesota's wetland resources are the DNR, BWSR and
the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency

(MPC~)

.

The DNR administers

the Protected Waters Permit Program for activities which will alter
the course, current or cross-section of Minnesota's public waters
and wetlands.

The BWSR oversees local unit of government (LUG)

regulation of wetland areas outside of the DNR's jurisdiction under
the 1991 Wetland Conservation Act.

The MPCA issues certification

for the Federal Clean Water Act (Section 401) for activities which
will result

in the discharge of dredge or fill materials into

waters of the State.

The MPCA also issues State certification

(Minnesota Rules Chapter 7050) for all activities which will result
in the discharge of dredge or fill materials into waters of the
state.

At the local level, Soil and Water Conservation Districts (SWCD),
under Minnesota Statutes Chapter 103C, assist landowners in the
2

implementation of plans to conserve and protect soil and water
resources.

Watershed Districts

Organizations

(WMO)

(WSD)

and Watershed Management

have statutory authority under M.S.

Chapter

103D to regulate land use and projects affecting flood plain and
shoreland areas within district boundaries.

Many counties (under

M.S. Chapter 394) and municipalities (under M.S. Chapter 462) have
implemented

shoreland,

floodplain,

wild

and

scenic

river

and

wetland ordinances, in addition to their own building and zoning
codes, to control development and protect the environment.

The

existence

of

several

types

of

jurisdictional

wetlands,

regulatory programs and agencies has made it very difficult for the
public

to

regulated.

understand

how

and

why

Minnesota's

wetlands

are

The purpose of this document is to: 1) examine current

wetland regulatory programs,

2)

explore the options of combined

processes coordinating the interaction of Federal, State and Local
units of government as concerns the protection and regulation of
Minnesota's wetland resources, and 3) recommend alternatives which
will aid the public's understanding of regulatory programs and
simplify the wetland permit process.

II.

CURRENT PROGRAMS
AREAS OF JURISDICTION

The

USCOE

regulates

Minnesota's waters.

various

r

activities

in

virtually

all

of

USCOE Section 10 permits are required for the

placement of structures or any other work in "navigable waters" of
3

the United Sta•tes.

USCOE Section 404 permits are required for the

discharge of dredged or fill materials into "Waters of the United
States".

"Navigable waters" of the United States are those waters

which are presently used,

have been used

in the

past,

or are

susceptible to use to transport interstate or foreign commerce
(Regulatory Program:

Applicant Information,

USCOE,

May,

1985).

"Waters of the United States" includes not only navigable waters,
but also waters,

wetlands and tributaries adjacent to navigable

waters and other waters where the degradation or destruction of
which could affect interstate or foreign commerce (53, Fed. Reg.
20765, 1988).

In the past, these definitions have been given very

liberal use anq application.

However, the defining characteristics

of Federally regulated wetlands are being tightened under proposed
changes to the "1989 Federal Manual for Deltneating Jurisdictional
Wetlands" (58 Fed. Reg., 40446 - 40480, 1991)

Until the proposed

revisions have been field tested, it is unclear what effects the
proposed changes will have on Federal

(USCOE)

and State

(BWSR)

regulation of Minnesota's wetlands.

The DNR,

under M.S.

103G.005, Subdivisions 15 and 18, regulates

"public waters" and "public waters wetlands".

Public waters and

Public Waters Wetlands were inventoried by the DNR in the early
1980's and are shown on official Protected Waters Inventory Maps.
r

These maps are available from the Department of Natural Resources Division of Waters, 500 Lafayette Road, St. Paul, MN 55155-4032.
DNR Protected Waters Permits are required under M.S. Chapter 103G
4

for activities at or below the ordinary high water level

(OHW)

which alter the course, current or cross-section of public waters
and

public

waters

wetlands.

The

OHW

means

the

boundary

of

waterbasins, watercourses, public waters and public waters wetlands
as defined in M.S. lOJG.005, Subdivision 14.

With the passage of the 1991 Wetlands Conservation Act, BWSR and
SWCD's will oversee local unit of government (LUG) regulation of
wetland areas not under the jurisdiction of the DNR (with certain
exemptions) .

As

defined

in

the

Act,

"wetlands"

under

the

jurisdiction of BWSR/LUG are:
... lands transitional between terrestrial and aquatic systems
where the water table is usually at or near the surface or the
land is covered by shallow water.
For purposes of this
definition, wetlands must have the following three attributes:
1)
2)

3)

There

is

no

have a predominance of hydric soils;
are inundated or saturated by surface or ground
water at a frequency and duration sufficient to
support a prevalence of hydrophytic vegetation
typically adapted for life in saturated soil
conditions; and
under normal circumstances support a prevalence of
such vegetation ... (Laws of Minnesota 1991, Chapter
354) .
minimum

basin

size

limit

and

the

jurisdictional

boundaries of regulated wetland areas corresponds to the boundary
that would be used by the USCOE (using the 1989 Federal Manual for
Wetland Delineation) .

Applicants must replace altered/degraded

wetlands under a locally approved mitigabion plan.

The MPCA is responsible for the abatement and control of water
pollution

(Section 401 Certification Program:
5

Synopsis,

MPCA-

Water Quality Division, August, 1990).

Section 401 of the Federal

Clean Water Act requires that any applicant for a

Fed~ral

permit

(from the USCOE) for any activity which may result in a discharge
of

dredged

or

fill

materials

to

navigable

waters

obtain

certification for that activity (Section 401 Certification Program:
Synopsis, MPCA-Water Quality Division, August, 1990).

The MPCA has

been designated under Minnesota Statutes Chapters 103B and 103F as
the

agency

responsible

for

Section 401

certification of

issued permits {Section 401 Certification Program:
Water Quality Division, August, 1990).

USCOE

Synopsis, MPCA-

The MPCA's rules {Chapter

7050) are applicable to all waters of the State as well as to 401
certifications.

"Certification" means that the activity proposed

by a permit applicant is in compliance with State water quality
rules and statutes.

The USCOE cannot issue permits in cases where

the MPCA has denied certification.

Prior to the passage of the Wetlands Conservation Act of 1991, the
primary

role

of

SWCD' s

was

to

furnish

aid

to

landowners

and

agencies for the development and revision of comprehensive plans to
implement State policy specified in Minnesota Statutes Section
103A. 206

(M. s .A.

103C. 331,

1991)

and to advise local and State

agencies on the implementation of these plans.

SWCD's developed

and assisted in the implementation of plans for urban, forestry and
agricultural "Best Management Practices", erosion and sedimentation
control projects, changes in land use, construction, maintenance
and

operation

of

structures,

mechanical
6

practices

and

related

technical standards and practices (M.S.A. 103C.331, 1991).
the

passage

of

the

Act,

SWCD's

now

have

a

role

With

in

the

oversight/regulation of activities which affect certain wetlands.

Watershed Districts, under M.S. Chapter 103D, protect and conserve
the natural resources of ·the State through land use planning, flood
control,

and

regulation

of

improvements

by

riparian

property

owners.

This authority extends over surface and ground water

resources within the watershed district boundaries and,

in some

instances, to neighboring land and wetland resources outside of the
watershed district boundaries.

In the metropolitan area, Watershed

Management Organizations have been established,

under Minnesota

Statutes Chapter 103B, to perform some or all of the functions of
a WSD similar to the authority under Minnesota Statutes Chapter
1030 (M.S.A. lOJB.211, 1991).

Watershed Districts and WMO's have

the authority to deny or issue permits £or activities which will
impact wetland resources under their
designated

to

regulate

wetlands

jurisd.~ction.

covered

under

WMO's may be
the

Wetlands

Conservation Act in the Twin Cities metropolitan area.

Under

the

Shoreland,

Management programs,
activities

above

the

Floodplain

and

Wild

and

Scenic

Rivers

counties and cities regulate a variety of
OHW

of

public waters

and

wetlands.

In

/"

addition,

some counties and cities have adopted ordinances

to

protect wetland areas which are outside of the DNR's jurisdiction.
Many townships have also started adopting shoreland, floodplain and
7

environmental

protection

ordinances.

The

degree

of

wetland

protection and associated permit processes can vary widely between
local units of government and discussion of these differences goes
beyond the scope of this document.

The role of counties and cities

in wetland regulation will be discussed only as it pertains to the
Wetland Conservation Act of 1991.

Depending upon the size and type of wetland affected by a proposed
action,

a

permit applicant could be faced with working with a

number of possible combinations of regulatory agencies (Appendix B;
Who

to

Contact

Questions,

About

DNR-DOW,

Land

January

And

Water

1992).

Development/Alteration
The

current

regulatory

situation can be extremely confusing, especially when local, State
and Federal policies and procedures are conflicting.

While the

EPA, SCS and FWS play an important part in the Federal regulation
of wetland areas,

to include them in the simplification process

goes beyond the scope of this document.
CURRENT STATE/FEDERAL PROCESSES
To ease the burden on the regulated public, the USCOE has issued a
series

of

"nationwide

general

permits"

which

give

blanket

authorization to activities which will have minimal environmental
impact.

Depending upon the type of project,

nationwide general

permits can convey Section 404 authority, Section 10 authority, or
r

both to a project, provided the necessary certifications have been
obtained from the DNR and the MPCA.

8

In response to concerns of Minnesota's regulatory agencies and to
avoid regulatory duplication with the DNR,
issued a

"regional general

permit"

the USCOE has also

(Draft Reg.

Conditions

General Permit Revisions, Weburg, September, 1989).

and

The regional

general permit is a blanket authorization that covers projects
which

are

routine

environmental

and

impact

will
(e.g.

have
DNR

little,
boat

if

any,

ramps/public

significant
accesses).

General Permit'-001-MN avoids Federal duplication of 19 specific
activities regulated by the DNR (Federal Regulation of Wetlands,
Wopat, no date reference).

Upon issuance of all State and local

authorizations (e.g. DNR protected waters permit and/or MPCA 401
certification), the activity covered by a blanket permit is given
immediate approval.

In some instances, the USCOE must send a copy

of the general permit to the owner before the project can be
started.

"Individual permits" are required for activities not authorized
under

nationwide

general

permits

or

regional

general

permits

because of conditions for Minnesota that have been prescribed by
the DNR and the MPCA.
Section 404:

An individual permit (Appendix C; Federal

Assumption Feasibility Study, DNR-DOW, August, 1989)

generally requires a pre-application meeting,
review

of

the

project

impacts

and

the

a public interest
preparation

of

an

r

environmental assessment.

Project review includes consideration of

alternatives to avoid, minimize and mitigate any adverse effects of
a project.

Approval to begin a project can take anywhere from a
9

few days under a blanket authorization, 'to 90 days or more in the
case of an individual permit.

The USCOE must deny project approval

to those projects which do not receive individual Section 401 or
Minnesota Rules Chapter 7050 certification from the MPCA or any
other required State or local authorizations.

DNR "Protected Waters Fermi ts" are required under M. S. Chapter 103G
to alter the course, current or cross-section of "public waters" or
"public waters wetlands".

In general, DNR rules cover a much wider

range of project types than do Federal standards.
to the nationwide
approval

to

a

~md

variety

general permits,
of

projects

However, similar

the DNR has given pre-

with

minimal

impact, provided they meet certain specifi9ations.

environmental
Individuals can

start pre-approved projects without providing notice to the DNR.

The DNR,

under M.S.

Chapter 103G.301, coordinates the review of

Protected Waters Permit applications with other units of government
having jurisdiction in such matters.
of Agreement

Under an existing Memorandum

(MOA), the DNR notifies the USCOE of all Protected

Waters Permit applications and of all instances in which a DNR
permit has been determined to be unnecessary.
the

DNR

notifies

the

MPCA

of

all

Under a similar MOA,

protected

applications which meet certain conditions.

waters

permit

Copies of protected

r

waters applications are also sent to the SWCD, WSD/WMO,

county,

city and DNR sections of Fisheries and Wildlife for review and
comment.

The DNR Protected Waters Permit process
10

(Appendix D;

Federal

Section

Assumption

404:

Feasibility

Study,

DNR-DOW,

August, 1989) takes approximately 60 days to complete.

In

many

cases,

pre-application meetings

are

held

to

work

out

difficulties before a DNR Protected Waters Permit application is
submitted for review.

The DNR Area Hydrologist, DNR Area Fisheries

and Wildlife Managers and,

in some cases,

representatives

from

other units of government meet with the applicant to discuss the
intended project, reduce adverse environmental impacts and work out
any problems before the application is submitted.

Cooperative

efforts such as this help to ease the applicant through the permit
process and avoid unforeseen problems after the permit process has
started.

The aforementioned system works for most applicants.

However, in

some cases, applicants find out about a required permit "after-thefact" or at a point too late in the process to pull-back because of
financial

commitments.

Very

often,

the

applicant

has

unintentionally neglected to obtain all of the necessary permits
because they were unaware of a particular agency's jurisdiction
over their project.

Results of a study conducted by the Wisconsin

DNR revealed that the awareness of the need to obtain permits
varied between agencies.

Of the individuals polled, all knew that
r

they needed to obtain a Wisconsin DNR permit, half knew they needed
a local permit and only a few knew that they needed a USCOE permit
(An Assessment of Wisconsin's Wetland Protection Programs, WI-DNR,
11

January 199l).

The study went on to suggest
that
an instruction
:
'
(

book is needed to explain the permit process, how to work with all
th7 agencies, what permits are needed, the steps in the process and
where

to

go

for

help

Protection Programs,

(An

Assessment

WI-DNR,

January

of

Wisconsin's

1991) .

When

the

Wetland
process

fails, it is not because of over-regulation, but because of a lack
of

public

information

and

understanding

of

wetland

regulatory

programs.

Because the roles of BWSR, SWCD and local governments in wetland
regulation are so new,

no combined processes or MOA's have been

developed with them (Appendix E).

At this time, it is unclear how

and to what extent local governments, DNR, BWSR, MFCA and the USCOE
will interact on the regulation of wetland areas.

While watershed

districts, watershed management organizations, counties, towns and
cities have an important role in the regulation of wetlands,
discussion

of

their

current

regulatory

processes

and

a

their

interaction with State and Federal agencies is beyond the scope of
this document.

Because of the wide range of program variations

observed, the role of local governments will be examined only as it
pertains to the Wetlands Conservation Act of 1991.

II~.

PROGRAM DIFFERENCES

LOCAL/STATE/FEDERAL PROGRAM DIFFERENCES
An application involving the USCOE, DNR, BWSR, MPCA, WSD, WMO and
local unit(s) of government would be extremely complex.
12

Different

fee

rates,

time

of

fee

payment,

review

periods,

areas

of

jurisdiction and appeal, public hearing and enforcement procedures
do not lend themselves to an integrated process.

An analogous

situation would be a combined local, State and Federal income tax
system.

In addition, WSD/WMO's, counties and municipalities often

operate under their own (local) agenda.
with a State agency,
district

and

government.

from

such as the DNR,

local

unit

of

The degree of interaction
varies from district to

government

to

local

unit

of

Lastly, Federal agencies do not interact with local

units of government in the regulation of wetlands.

Federal wetland

programs are geared solely to interact with State-wide agencies.
SECTION 404
The 1991 wetlands protection act (Laws of Minnesota 1991, Chapter
354) contains a mandate which requires the Commissioner of the DNR,
in consultation with the attorney general,
provide

adequate

authority

program by February 1, 1993.
by March 1,

1993,

for

to adopt rules that

administering

the

Section

404

In addition, the Act requires that,

the governor shall make a submission to the

administrator of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to
obtain authority to administer the Section 4 04 program.

This

option was examined in a legislatively mandated and EPA funded,
DNR-Division of Waters study published on August 31, 1989.

r

The 1989 study gave an overview of the costs and complexities of
assuming a 404 program, Federal versus State program differences
and what the legislature would have had to accomplish prior to
13

program assumption.

The purpose of this part of the study is to

examine and update the 1989 Section 404 study as regards permit and
regulatory simplification.

While the EPA's basic conditions for

State Section 404 assumption are relatively unchanged, there have
been changes and proposed changes in legislation, at both the State
and Federal level, that are worth further examination.
RECAPITULATION OF 1989 STUDY
The main points of the 1989 study, are as follows:
The Minnesota Department of Natural Resources currently has
regulatory authority over Public Waters and most types 3, 4,
and 5 wetlands as discussed earlier in this report.
The
Department's position concerning assumption of the 404 program
in its current form, is not to encourage this action ... The
cost to the State without Federal funding, the reportability
by the State to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and
the program controversy with the public prevented the proposed
legislation from being officially introd~ced during the
session ...
A more desirable program for the Department would be for the
Minnesota Legislature to pass legislation which would protect
most of the remaining non-protected State wetlands as
attempted during the 1989 legislative session (one acre or
more of wetlands Types 2, 6, 7 and 8). The Federal government
would then have the option of incorporating these wetlands
into their General Permits similar to the way the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers has with the State's current Public Water
and Wetland Permit Program ...
Under 404 program assumption, the State would be obligated to
create a set of less restrictive rules regulating the
discharge of dredged or fill materials for wetlands not
presently protected by the State (State of Minnesota, Federal
Section 404 Assumption Feasibility Study, August 31, 1989) ...
The Federal Government would retain permitting authority over
navigable waters, wetlands adjacent to navigable waters and
waters under the control of sovereig.n Indian nations ...
The state may limit the impact of assuming the Section 404
program by creating a new statutory section which might be
termed "Other Waters of the United States".
This option
minimizes the effect of changing the definition of public
waters for some 75 State statutes, while providing only that
14

additional permitting authority mandated by the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA). The State would not be required to
expand its regulatory responsibility over a host of programs
such as the waterbank program, game and fish laws, wild rice
and cranberry harvesting, and purple loosestrife and other
noxious plant control.
Assumption of the Section 404 Program requires the State to
have the statutory authority to implement the requirements of
the Section 404 Program.
The statutory changes summarized
below are the minimum changes believed necessary. Any further
changes or more stringent requirements are up to the
discretion of the State.
*Authority to assume operation of the Section 404 Program
and make agreements to the extent necessary to implement
the requirements of the Section 404 Program.
*Statutory authority for the imposition of penalties not
to exceed $25,000 per day for each instance of a civil
violation and up to $100,000 per day for each instance of
a criminal violation.
It is recommended that the State
also
have
the
statutory
authority
to
impose
administrative penalties in the amounts of $10,000 per
violation to a maximum of $125,000 ...
*Not withstanding any other laws to the contrary, the
Commissioner must be able to regulate ditch maintenance
under Chapter 106A and 112, which affect waters of the
United States to the extent necessary for the Section 404
Program.
*It is not required, but to make compensation more
equitable, the legislature should consider expanding the
wetland no drainage compensation (Waterbank Program)
provisions of M.S. 105.391, Subd. 3 to include wetlands
as defined by the EPA.
State assumption of the Federal Section 404 program requires
a willingness by the State to provide a mechanism for funding
the program.
The Environmental Protection Agency does not
currently provide operational grants for any other State
Section 404 Programs and has indicated that there is little
likelihood such funding would be available in the future.
Options available to fund Minnesota's Section 404 program
consist of legislative support or parpial funding through some
combination of revenue from permit fees, fines, or a "fee for
services" permit system.
Annual costs for State administration of the Section 404
program range from approximately $864,743 to $1,304,743 ...
The figure of $1,304,743 is a cost estimate for the Department
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of Natural Resources if the Section 404 program were assumed
without any exclusions.
Neither figure includes a required
two to three year appropriation of $67,400 per year for the
preparation of EPA mandated assumption documents or any
external program costs...
In consideration of statewide
accessibility to field off ices and enforcement personnel,
permit applications may increase, possibly, requiring a cost
revaluation in order to continue with the program.
It is the Department's opinion that assumption costs for any
other unit of State government would.be at least comparable to
that of the DNR (contingent upon an agency's existing
resources) ... (DNR-DOW, August, 1989)
As was mentioned earlier, the EPA's general conditions for State
assumption of the Section 404 program have remained relatively
unchanged since the completion of the 1989 study.
have

to

submit

to

the

EPA

administrator

a

The State would

full

and

complete

description of the program it proposes to establish and administer.
Items which would have to be included in the State's submission are
as follows:
1) An informational program designed to guide prospective
applicants through the permit program.
2) A Federally approved permit application form.
3) A letter from the governor requesting program approval.
4) A complete program description.
This must include
descriptions
of
staff,
permitting
and
administrative
procedures,
funding,
estimates of numbers of permits,
enforcement capabilities, regulated waters and best management
practices.
5) A statement from the State attorney general which says that
the laws necessary for the State to adequately administer and
enforce a complete Section 404 program are in place.
6) A Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) with the regional
administrator of the EPA which includes terms and conditions
of State assumption.
7) A MOA with the Secretary of the Army which includes the
terms and conditions of state assumption of the program from
the USCOE (DNR-DOW, August, 1989).
The major item of change since the 1989 study is the passage of the
Wetlands Conservation Act of 1991.
the

DNR was

the

At the time of the 1989 study,

only State agency with permit
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authority over

"protected" waters and wetlands.

With the passage of the Act, BWSR

now oversees the SWCD/local unit of government regulation of all
types 1 through 8 wetlands not regulated by the DNR (with certain
exemptions) .

Assumption of the 404 program would mean that State

wetland regulation would be split between BWSR/SWCD/LUG and the
DNR, as full program assumption is the only option available to the
State.

Assumption of Section 4 04 would replace one regulatory

agency,

the USCOE,

BWSR,

SWCD,

with potentially hundreds of entities

counties,

townships and cities).

In addition,

(DNR,
the

State would need to find a way to finance a program that would
require at least $1, 300, 000 annually.

Increased hearing costs,

numbers of violations and permit actions would require an addition
of field/regional
processes,
penalties,

staff.

Finally,

large differences in permit

fee structures, violation and enforcement procedures,
areas

of

jurisdiction,

exempted

activities

and

management philosophies would have to be resolved before Section
404 assumption could occur.

However, assumption is impossible at this time as the EPA will not
approve local administration of the Federal Section 404 program.
Federal wetland programs are geared solely to interact with Statewide agencies.

The delegation of wetland regulatory authority to

local units of government prevents the State from assuming the
Section 404 program.
STATE/FEDERAL PROGRAM DIFFERENCES
There are many differences between State and Federal application
17

processes.

For waters which fall under the jurisdiction of both

the DNR and the USCOE, the idea of a combined DNR/USCOE application
form

was

examined

several

years

ago

in

a

series

of

meetings

involving the DNR,

USCOE and other State and Federal agencies.

After much debate,

it was concluded that a combined application

process was unworkable and the idea was discarded.

Differences in

fee

after-the-fact

rate

structures,

application fees

time

of

fee

payment,

and review periods would have to be resolved

before such a system could be workable.

An analogous situation

would be the creation of a combined State and Federal Income Tax
Form (Letter to Ben Wopat, Nargang, June, 1990).

For example, the DNR Protected Waters Permit application fees range
from a minimum of $75 to a maximum of $500.

Fees are calculated

based on the maximum of the following:
1)
2)
3)
Townships

Project Cost x 1%.
Length of Shoreline affected x 75 cents per foot.
Volume of material filled or excavated x 75 cents per
cubic yard.
applying

for

a

road,

charged a maximum fee of $100.
fees

for

bridge or culvert

project

are

There is no distinction between

non-commercial versus commercial projects.

Fees are

payable before project review takes place and are nonrefundable.
There are no application fees for State or Federal agencies.
work without a required permit,
application

fee

is

charged plus

inspection fees.
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For

a doub:+e after-the-fact permit
a

minimum

of

$100

for

field

In contrast, the USCOE currently charges a $10 application fee for
private,

non-commercial projects and a $100 application fee for

private, commercial projects.
permit decision is reached.

Fees are not assessed until after a
To further complicate matters,

the

USCOE is currently reexamining their fee structure.

Under the proposed USCOE fee structure, the minimum application and
general permit fees would increase to $100.

Fees for standard

(individual) permits would increase to $500 and $2000 respectively
for non-commercial and commercial projects.

There would also be

additional fees for wetland jurisdictional delineations,
hearings and preparing environmental impact statements.
also

be up-front

and

nonrefundable

public

Fees would

under the proposed

system.

Also, no fees would be charged of State agencies if the State did
not charge the USCOE a regulatory fee.

Finally,

after-the-fact

permit applications would be charged a 30% penalty in addition to
the normal application fee (55 Fed. Reg., 41354-41357, 1990).

At

this time, it is unclear what type of fee schedule the USCOE will
implement.

There

are

also

many 'differences

application processes.

between

the

DNR

and

USCOE

Before a combined application form could be

used there are several concerns/questions that would need to be
addressed:
1)

What fee structure (s) would apply? Would applicants have
to submit two separate payments for State versus Federal
fees? (an analogous situation would be a combined State
and Federal income tax payment).
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2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

If a common application fee was arrived at, how would the
money be split between the agencies?
Some projects
requiring a DNR permit do not require a USCOE permit and
vice versa.
Would there be a distinction between commercial and noncommercial project fees for DNR permits? If so, rule and
law changes would be needed.
Would fees be paid up-front or after the issuance/denial
of a permit?
If so, rule a'nd law changes would be
needed.
Would the State and Federal agencies have separate time
frames for permit review or would a common review period
time-line be adopted?
Rule and law changes would be
required to change the Protected Waters Permit review
process.
Who would determine when fee schedules are to be changed
to reflect current economic conditions? How would this
process be coordinated?

Before a combined application form would be feasible,

changes in

State and/or Federal rules and laws regarding application fees and
review processes would be required.
would

require hearings

public.

Changes in Minnesota Rules

involving both State personnel

and

the

Based on past experience, total costs for rule hearings

ranges from $50,000 to $100,000 (depending upon the complexity of
the hearing).

Finally, following changes in Federal regulations,

the State would be required to change it's regulations.

Since the

State has no control over Federal legislation, this would mean that
State

legislative

actions.

action

I

would

be

mandated

following

Federal

Until the USCOE arrives at a set fee schedule and other

differences

can be worked out,

the possibility

for

a

combined

application form would seem to be nonexistent.

However, it should be mentioned that the State of Wisconsin and the
USCOE have successfully adopted a limited version of a combined
application form.

A prospective applicant sends two copies of the
20

application and the Wisconsin DNR fee to the appropriate Wisconsin
DNR office.

Upon receipt of the application, the DNR forwards a

copy of the application to the District USCOE office.

The agencies

then respond separately to the applicant with their respective
jurisdictional interests.

As mentioned later in this report, the

Minnesota DNR and the USCOE also cooperate in this fashion using
the DNR permit application as the starting point (refer to DNRUSCOE MOA).

A

combined

application

form

for

projects

falling

under

the

jurisdiction of USCOE and BWSR/LUG would be more feasible than a
combined

DNR/USCOE

differences.

application

as

there

are

fewer

program

With the exception of the agricultural exemptions

outlined in the Wetlands Conservation Act, BWSR/LUG and the USCOE
generally regulate the same sizes and types of wetlands.

BWSR/LUG,

in their new wetland regulatory role,

issuing agencies.

are not permit

There would be no need to develop interagency

fee rates and schedules.

The combined form would serve the dual

role of being an application for a USCOE permit and a notification
form to BWSR and the local unit of government.

Upon receipt of the

form, agencies would reply in a timely manner to the applicant with
their respective jurisdictional interests.

However,

a

combined LUG/BWSR/USCOE application form would oniy

simplify regulation of wetlands which fall under the jurisdiction
21

of these respective entities.

The potential for confusion over

wetlands regulated by the DNR and USCOE would still remain.
best,

At

such a form represents only a partial solution to perrni t

simplification.

IV.

OPTIONS

COMBINED NOTIFICATION
A combined "notification form" is one possibility for simplifying
the

permit

process

Notification Form 1

(Appendix

F;

Weburg,

no date reference).

Adapted

from

draft

A prospective applicant

would complete a single project description form with sufficient
information

to

allow

the

respective

jurisdictional interest in the project.

agencies

to

determine

The "notification form"

would be sent to one agency designated as the "clearing-house" for
all project notices (Appendix G).

The clearing-house would then

distribute the form to a preestablished list of regulatory agencies
for review.

It would then be up to the respective agencies to

contact the applicant and provide appropriate forms,
information and project guidance.

regulatory

To avoid any miscommunication,

agencies receiving the notification form would also notify the
clearing-house

of

their

jurisdictional

determination.

The

clearing-house would then provide the applicant with an update of
agency responses to the project.

Such a

form would be advantageous to prospective applicants in

that:
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1)

Only one form would be required (initially) to notify
local, State and Federal agencies of the applicant's
proposed intentions.
No changes would be required in local, State and Federal
application fees and permit review periods.
There is less chance of an applicant finding out about a
necessary permit "at the last minute".
Warning statements which tell the applicant to contact
the SCS (if on agricultural land), watershed districts,
watershed management organizations,
local unit ,of
government and county officials could be included bh the
form.

2)
3)
4)

This

approach

application

would

simplify

process

the

(Appendix

initial

G).

step

Once

in

the

past

the

per~it

initial

notification process, the applicant would still deal with separate
local, State and Federal application forms, fee structures, review
periods and processes.

There is also the possibility that once

past the notification process, local, state and Federal agencies
would be operating independent of each other.

This could lead to

differences in the scope of the project authorized,

issuance or

I

denial

of

a

permit,

existing MOA's could be
(Appendix H) .

and

enforcement

sxp~nded

Finally,

there

difficulties.

However,

ihterag~ncy

cooperation

to ensure
is

the more

formidable

task

of

educating and informing the public to the existence o:f such a form
and the permit process in general.

The DNR and SWCD are in an ideal position to act as a "clearinghouse" agency.

Persons interested in working in protected wetlands

could fill out one "notification form" (Appendix F; Weburg, Adapted
from draft Notification Form, no date reference).

The form, which

would contain information sufficient to determine project location
and

agency

jurisdiction,

would be
23

filled

out and

sent to

the

appropriate field office.

The clearing-house

wo~ld

then forward

the notification form to the appropriate local, State and Federal
agencies.

The agencies, including the clearing-house, would then

notify the applicant of their jurisdictional interest, and the need
for any additional application forms and fees in a timely manner.
Agencies would also provide the clearing-house with a copy of their
jurisdictional determination.

The DNR clearing-house would then

provide the applicant with a checklist of the agencies notified and
their response to the project.

The aforementioned system would be effective for applicants who
have

limited

knowledge

of

wetland

regulatory

processes.

For

applicants who are familiar with the current permitting system,
there would be two possible courses of

action:

1)

follow

the

combined notification process, or 2) proceed with the "separate"
application system currently in place (Appendix G).
no

need

for

"experienced"

applicants

to

use

There would be
the

combined

notification process if they are already .familiar with the current
regulatory

system.

These

applicants

would

contact

agencies

individually to obtain necessary permits/authorizations for their
projects.

Violations of permit conditions arising from either the "combined"
r

notification system or the "separate" permit application system
would need to be coordinated under expanded Memoranda of Agreement
(Appendix

I) .

Reporting

and

enforcement
24

of

"after-the-fact"

violations could also be coordinated under an expanded MOA.

COMBINED INFORMATIONAL MATERIALS
An interagency task force could be assembled to develop brochures,
manuals,

etc.,

which include all of the agencies that regulate

Minnesota's wetland resources.
distributed

to

city

halls,

Combined publications could be
libraries

and

government off ices to facilitate passage of
general

public.

information

The

brochure

recently

is

an

cooperation (Attachment A).

State

Federal

information to the

published

excellent

and

DNR/USCOE

example

of

permit

interagency

This brochure gives a brief overview

of each agencies regulatory jurisdiction and permit requirements as
well as other general information.

The brochure also contains a

warning to prospective applicants telling them to contact their
local SWCD if they are proposing to work in a wetland after January
1,

1992.

Interagency

brochures,

used

in

conjunction

with

a

combined notification form, could go a long way toward regulatory
simplification and public understanding of Minnesota's water laws.

V.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Regulatory simplification is a very complicated process.

A degree

of regulatory complexity is inevitable given existing differences
in

jurisdiction,

rules

and

permit

involved in wetland regulation.

processes

of

the

agencies

The intent of this study was to

examine the agencies involved in wetland regulation and their areas
of jurisdiction in an effort to locate ways in which the regulation
25

of Minnesota's wetlands can be simplified for the public.

It

is

felt

that the activities which require protected waters

permits warrant the close attention they receive because of the
potential for significant, adverse effects on major lakes, marshes
and streams.
as

far

as

Conversely, pre-approval of projects has been taken

is possible without authorizing projects which have

potential for causing significant environmental damage.
similar

to GP-001-MN,

However,

USCOE regional general permits could be

expanded to reduce regulatory overlap with the BWSR/LUG wetland
regulations.

It is also the Department's position that the addition of new
programs,

such

simplification.

as
The

Section

4 04,

regulated

is

public

counter'
as

well

productive
as

to

regulatory

agencies need a period of time to adjust to new legislation (ie.
Wetlands Conservation Act of 1991).

The assumption of Section 404

would not simplify the regulation of protected wetlands for the
general public in any measurable way (ie. one regulatory agency,
USCOE,

would be replaced by potentially hundreds of regulatory

entities: DNR, MPCA, BWSR, WMO, counties and cities).

Until it is

possible for the State to assume parts of a Section 404 program
with no strings attached, the Department continues our position of
not assuming Section 404.

A better course of action would be for the State, acting through
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the legislature, to request changes in wetland regulation at the
Federal level.

For example, states such as Minnesota, which have

a comprehensive wetland regulatory program in place, would become
exempt from the Section 404 program.
the

State

in that:

1)

This would be advantageous to

the State would have

autonomy over

the

regulation of its wetland resources, and 2) an entire regulatory
layer would be removed
option

is

for

the

(simplification).

State

legislature

to

A far

less desirable

preempt

the

wetland

permitting authority of all State and local agencies except for the
DNR and BWSR/SWCD.

Under this system, the WSD's, WMO's, county and

city uni ts of government would become advisory agencies to the
permitting agencies.

Such action would result in a prospective

applicant having to obtain a permit or authorization from only
three possible agencies (DNR, BWSR/SWCD, and USCOE).

This action

would not only simplify the wetland regulatory process, but also
preserve the input of local units of government over affairs within
their jurisdiction.

Combined interagency permit notification or application procedures
and combined information brochures were presented as ways to help
to ease public confusion regarding wetland regulation.

Various

forms and combinations of application and/or notification forms
were examined and their relative merits discussed.

The best option

for regulatory simplification is a proc~ss involving a combined
"notification

form"

and

a

"combined

informational

brochure".

Information packets, containing a combined notification form and an
27

ihteragency permit process brochure wouid be made available to the
public at local, county, State and Federal offices.

Individuals

proposing to work in a water body would complete and mail the
combined notification form to a "clearing-house" agency which would
then forward it to an established list of regulatory agencies.

The

agencies would then respond to the applicant in a timely manner
with

their

respective

jurisdictional

interests.

Combined

information brochures would help to guide the applicant through the
permit process with as little difficulty as is possible.
notification
expanded

and

Memoranda

information
of

processes,

Agreement

regulatory simplification.

DCJ, 1991
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Who to Contact About
ACTIVmES OUTSIDE Of WATER BASIN BOUNDARY
(WORK - ON - THE - UPLAND)

Exarnpa. ot ActtvliM:
8ulding Setbacks
land Grading
Vegetation Removal
Sewage Treatment
Water 5upptv
Decks

and Water Development/Alteration Questions
4111
w
.... ACTIVmES WITHIN WATER BASIN BOUNDARY
A

(WORK - IN - THE - BED)

T
E
R

LOCAL UN11S Of GOVERNMENT

COlllty and City
-Shoreland Ordinance
-AoodpkJin Ordinance
-Wld & Scenic Rivers Ordinance
Walenhed Oistrlcts

FEDERAL AGENCIES

A

s

I
N

~-Division of Waters

- Protected Waters Permits
-Water Appropriation Permits
~-EcologcolServices

100-Year
flood Elevation (2)

-Aquatic Plant Management Permits
(Vegetation Control Including Chemico4s)
Board ot Water and Sol Res<>U'ces (BWSR)
-1991 Wetland Conservation Act

LOCAL UNITS OF GOVERNMENT

(1)

~ ~ Ood'I OI cor*ol land adjocent k>
bOilllnll (Jdles OI we4lllcndl) Of llolOIOICOU'SM shol.dd
conkJct h ~ llllt8d In hi bFoctu• k>~
aboot spedllc land and \lil08GI' regaJalonl. ~agency
may nol halle apedllc ~ CllUihcdlY.

Excavating
Draining
Structures (Blidges. Ci.jverts.
Outfalls)
Docks
Harbors/Marinos
Retaining Walls
Vegetation Control
(including Chemicats)

STATE AGENCIES

lownihipl

tmJU;

Fil~ng

U.S. Alm( Corps of Engineers
-Section 10 Permits
-Section «l4 Permits

B

WdlefManagementOrganizations

Examples of Activities:

Aquatic
Grasses

)::>

-0
-0

Watershed Districts
Water Management Organizations
Sol & Water Conservation District (SWCD)
-1991 Weflond ConseNOtion Act

Bulrush/Cattail

rn

z
0

.....-.
><

Ordinary High Water level (OHW) (1)

---/---~~~;~~-------~era~~ter~v:----

1. DNI AU1HOIRY ·the regulgk>fy cUhority of the Minnesota
~is measured ff om the Ordnory High Water level (OHW) which Is

defined as the 6'evotbn delneatWlQ the highest water level which hos
been maintained fOf a suffldent period ot tine to leave evidence upon 1he
landscapef Generaly. tt is the point where the natural vegetation changes from
Pf~ aquatic to tetrestrial vegetaflon. The OHW ls the elevation from wh6ch

8

ed

building and sewage setbacks are measured.
\

COIPS AUTHOllTY - the regulatay authority of the U.S. Arrnt Corps of Engineers is determined
ofter a water ba*l has been delneated (based on the basi'l soils. vegetation and hydrok>gy) by Corps
penonnel The regUcltay oulhoflV of 1he Corps ends at the water basin boundary. lncUcing the aquatic
fringe which
be above 1he OHW. local lrdits of govemmen1 should also be contacted. but in most
Instances. do not regtjate actMties wlhin a basin.

I

''~
Record low Water level (4)
i;~~~~~

mav

2. 1he 100-year or regtonol flood is the recoed event In which there Is a one-percen1 chance ot being equaled or
exceeded In any given yea. 1he 100-yeor ftood elevation is higher than the OHW and is used to determine the
boundaries of the ftcxxjplain. which is usually reguklted by a local floodplain ordinance.
3. A benchmof1< is on established (Of assumed) refeience point or elevation most conYf)()(lty expressed in feet above
mean sea level. Benchman<s are cOfTYT'K:>fliy used by SUNeyors and buiding otticiols to k:>cote the OHW and
100-yeor ftood elevations.
4. The recOfd low wot er level i&Sus1rates that actual basin water levels fluctuate. bul the regulot01y bos11) bvurn k]ry or
OHW dQP,s not.

WARNING:
Any ci<*'logo OCIMty l')(."ludng JOCI'llenance on -ltc:.nda ffiOV
atfecl a ~s receipt ot troA benefits under llhe 1965 food
Secutty Act (FSA> as amencJed Bela• commenang any ocllVlly
atfecling ctonooe on yOl.f lend ca11oc1 you loc<..d USOA Soll
ConMlfVCJtlon ~. and relet lo lhtllll fuel iheet enlltled 'fSA
Welland Delennl'iotlotl5 and ~e $e(vlce (Moy. 1990)'

JonualY 1992
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APPENDIX C

PERMIT APPLICATION

orrtc:i ACMINISTJU.TION
PUBLIC MOTICI

IMVUTIQA.TION

PUILIC HLUINQ

PDMIT IHU'ID

HUIT IHU!D

WITH CONCITIONS

~O':'
~!!CEO

PERMIT

I P'INAL. i

•P'INAL*

A.lftJ:CAIGT DICIIION
TO ACClft 01 .UHAl.

TRIS MIAHI FINAL, ONLY, IF TRI OICISION
II NOT A.PPUUD IY A.HOTHD PARTY.

APPENDIX D
OPFICI ACMINISTRATION
LOCAL GOVERMa:NT
A.ND OTH!R 30 DA~
COMMENT PERIOD

FIELD INV£STIGATION
IF NE:!O!O

FIL! REVIEW BY

CENTRAL OP'FIC!!
IF NEEO!O

P!RMIT O!NI!D

t.IMIT!D PUMIT
ISSU'!D

P!RMIT ISSUED

DECISION BY WAT!RSHED DISTRICT,
MAYOR, OR SWCD TO ACCIPT OR
APPIA.I. WITHIN JO DAYS

TITLE REGISTERED!
P!RMIT

APPLICANT DECISION
TO ACCIPT OR APPEAL

ACCEPT

i•rt!AL• j

*PINAL*
ACMIHISTRATIVI LAW
JUDCI (AL.7) HDRING
ACllIHISTRATIVI LAW
JUDCI UCOMMUDATIONI

IXC!PrIONI TO REPORT BY ADMIHISTIATIVI
LAW J'UOQI PILID IY INT!USTl!D PUTIU
PINAL OHR ORDD

DECISION BY ANY PARTY
TO ACC!Pr OR APP~

COURT

or

APPEAUI

ANY PARTY MAY APPD.L

TO KIGHER COURTS

*FINAL*

THIS MEANS FINAL, ONLY, IF THI D!CISION
IS NOT APP!ALED BY ANOTHU PARTY.

APPENDIX E
~XJ~TING

PATHS OF INTERACT1 Of\t

·FEDERAL

U.S.F.W S.

E.PA.

STATE

M.P.C.A. - - - - - O.N.R..

LOCAL

COUHTT
CITY
S.V.C.D.

v.s.o.

V.M.O.

s.c.s.

B.V.S.R.

COUNTY
CITY
S.V.C.D.
V.S.D.
V.M.O.

APPENDIX

r

oMB APPROVAL No.

EXPIRES

---

----LOCAL--STATE--FEDERAL PROJECT NOTIFICATION FORM
You may ILfe this form to notify du: MinnaotlJ lJqJm1mau of Natural Raoun:a, IM Anny Corps of Enginlln, and your cowuy and
municipal oJTIUS of a project or work you propou which may fall within thDr ftuisdktion. Thal! agmcia shouM advise you of tJldr
jurisdiction, if any, wiJhin 45 days of m:l!ipt of this notification. This fmm is provided as a convenience and il3 u.te is Optional You
may, if you wish, apply for pomits or audwrimtions using standard agency fomu. Fill out this form compleuly and mail a copy, wiJh
plans, maps, de. to each of the agm.cia listed on the revuse of the form. Kap a copy of all maJoiaJs submilte.d for your reconls. You
must oblllin all requir¢ authori.zLltion befall beginning work. Vwlations o( local., State, or Federal laws may be punishable by
administrative. civil and/or criminal penaltia.
L Applicant's Name (First, Last, M.I.)

Authorized Agent, if any

I

I

I
I

Area Code, Telephone

(

)

Address (Street, RFD, Box Number, City, State, Zlp Code)

II.

LOCATION OF PROPOSED PROJECT (AITACH DRAWING SHOWING HOW TO GET TO SITE)

Government lot(s)

Quarter Section(s)

Section(s) No.

Fire No., Box No., or Project Address

County

JH. ESTIMATED PROJECT COST: $

Township(s) No.

Range(s) No. Lot,

Block,

Subdivision

Work will affect __lake __wetland __waterway __ag production
Waterbody Name, No. (if known)
LENGTH OF SHORE AFFECTED (in fut):

W. Volume of fill or excavation (cubic yds.):
(NOTE: You may substitute dimensions)

Area filled or excavated is

acres, or

square feet

V: 1YPE OF WORK AND ARM (Check all that apply):
_ _FllL _ _EXCAVA1E
_ _REPAIR
_ _CONSTRUCT
_ _REMOVE
_ _DRAIN
_ _/JAM
_ _SHORELINE _ _WETLAND _ _WATERWAY _ _DOCK _ _CULVERT
_ _BRIDGE
_ _L4.KE
_ _ACCESS PATii _ _RIPRAP
_ _SAND BLANKET aJ.1lER (dl!3Cribe):_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
WETLAND TYPE(S) AND ACREAGE(S) PROPOSED 1V BE FllLEDIDRAINED:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Attach drawings and plans. Include a dac:ripaon of any pt'OpfJSed ~ ~ bnpor1anJ: Idmlify any dispo:sal and borrow areas.
Describe the work below; how iJ would be done, whai equipment would be used:

VI.

PROJECT PURPOSE ( why is this project needed--what benefits will it provide?):

VII. ALTERNATIVES (describe any other sita or mdwds that could be used to achieve IM purpose of your project while avoiding
minimizing wdland/wato impacts: Attach additional sh«ts, if fllltkd).

<X

VIIL DATES-- Activity proposed to begin on:
Has any of the work been done? NO

Be completed:
YES _ _ (identify any completed work on drawing).

IX ADJOINING PROPERTY OWNERS (Attach list
Name
Address

if more

than two).

City

State

Zip

X PERMITS have been received (enter an R) or already applied for (enter an A) from: _ _DNR
_ _ARMY CORPS
_ _COUNTY
TOWN/CITY _ _WATERSHED DISTRICT _ _MN. POLLUTION CONTROL AGENCY.
If w, by whom: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Has an archal!ological survey of the proj«t sill been done?

of this form of IM project proposed huein and request tJul1 I be admed of any pomits or other
determinations concnning this project that I mu.st obtain. I wuJostand that procuding with worlc before all required autJwriz.atioru
an obtained may subject me to Federal, Stall, and/or local administratiW!, dviJ and/or criminal penaltia

XI. I hereby notify IM m:ipimJs

Signature of Pason Proposing Project or AgmJ

<<< PLEASE CAREFULLY READ AND COMPLETE BACK OF FORM>>>

APPENDIX F PAGE TWO
INSTRUcnONS--PLEASE READ CAREFULLY

A copy of tills form, witll copies of all plus, dnnrings, etc., sboWd be seat to eacla ageacy iadicated below.
Please check the appropriate spaces below to sbow nerywlaere yo• ue selld.ing tJUs tMa. Remember to keep a
ropy for yourself. DO NOT SEND ANY PERMIT PR~ING FEES WITH TIDS FORM..
MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT (CITY OR TOWN) OR COUNTY ZONING OFFICE. SEND TO COUNTY IF YOUR
PROJECT SITE IS NOT IN A MUNICIPAL AREA PLEASE LIST nm MUNICIPALITY OR COUNTY TO WHICH
YOU ARE SENDING TIIE FORM: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
WATERSHED DISTRICT OFFICE (IF ONE EXISTS FOR YOUR PROJECT AREA).
PLEASE LIST DISTRICT OFFICE NAME: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
MINNESOTA DEPT. OF NATIJRAL RESOURCES REGIONAL OFFICE. Sec the attached list for addresses.
YOUR LOCAL SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT. See the attached list for addrCMCS.
U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS. SEND TO:

Department or the Army, Corps or Engineers, St. Paul District,
ATIN: CO-R, 180 Kellogg Blvd. E., Room 1421, St Paul, MN 55101-1479
Note: The above agencies may provide a copy of your completed form to the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency (MPCA). MPCA water
quality rules may apply to your proposal.

ATIENTION. FROM USDA: Any activity including drainage, dredging, filling, leveling or other manipulations,
including maintenance, may affect a landuser's eligibility for USDA benefits under the 1985 Food Security Act
as amended. Check with your local USDA office to request and complete Form AD-1026 prior to initiating
activity.
IMPORTANT: Some of the above offices may allow this form to be used as a permit application fonn. The Corps of
Engineers will accept this fonn as an application fonn. If you wish this form to constitute an application to the Corps of
Engineers for any necessary pennits for your project under Section 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899, and/or under
Section 404 of the Clean Water Act, please carefully read the following infonnation and sign where indicated.
Application is hereby made for a pennit or permits to authorize the activities described herein. I certify that I am familiar
with the information contained, in this applicaUon, and that to the best of my knowledge and belief such infonnation is true,
complete, and accurate. I further certify that I possess the authority to undertake the proposed activities or I am acting as
the duly authorized agent of the applicant

Signature of Applicant

Date

Signature of Agent

Date

NOTE: The application must be signed by the person who desires to undertake the proposed activity (applicant) or it may be signed by a
duty authorized agent if the information requested below is provided.
Agent's Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Telephone:

Agent's Title: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

(.__ _, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

18 U.S.C. Section 1001 provides that: Whoever, in any manner within the jurisdiction of any department or agency of The United States
knowingly and willfully falsifies, conceals, or covers up by any trick, scheme, or device a material fact or makes any false, fictitious or
fraudulent statements or representations or makes or uses any false writing or document knowing same to contain any false, fictitious, or
fraudulent statement or entry, shall be fined not more than S 10,000 or imprisoned not more than five years, or both.

DO NOT SEND ANY PERMIT PROCESSING FEES WITH THIS FORM

APPB:NDIX G

COMBINED NOTIFICATION PROCESS FLOWCHART

IPRCSPBCTIVB
I
APPLICA.HT
COMBINED NOTIFICATION (C.N.)
FORM COMPLBTBD BY/WITH
APPLICANT

I

"CLBARING HOUSH
IS CONTACTBD

II

I

CLBARING HOUSB SB:NI:S C.N.
FORM TO BSTABLISHBD LIST
OP RBGULATORY AGBNCIBS
(USCOH, DNR, WSD, CITY,
HTC.)

I

RBGULATORY AGHNCY RBSPO:NI:S
TO APPLICANT A:ND CLBARING
HOUSH THAT:

THB WBTLMID ACTIVITY IS
NOT U!IDHR THBIR
JURISDICTION

*

HXPBRIHNCBD
APPLICANT
11

11

I
A PHRMIT IS NBHDBD;
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
AND FBHS A.RH DISCUSSHD

I
PHRMIT DHCISION TO
APPLICANT (A:ND
CLBARING HOUSH IP
COMBINBD PROCHSS IS
USHD)

*N<Y.rB:

N<Y.rB:

11
Bxper ienced 11 appl ica:nts would have the option o:f bypassing
the combined :noti:fication process and subm.itting applications
directly to regulatory agencies.

This is a general process :flowchart.
m.a.y di:f:fer.

The actual process

APPENDIX H
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Who To Contact
DNR-DIVISION OF WATERS
For more information about water-related issues, you
can contact your DNR-Division of Waters Area
Hydrologist through the appropriate regional office.

U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS
St. Paul District

REGION 1
2115 Birchmont Beach Road N.E.
Bemidji, MN 56601 - (218) 755-3973
CORPS OF ENGINEERS, ST. PAUL DISTRICT REGULATORY CONTACTS
AREA l - Ramsey and extreme southern Hennepin (612) 220-0362
Anoka, northern Hennepin (612) 220-0360
AREA 2 (612) 220-0355
AREA 3 (612) 220-0358 or 220-0370
AREA 4 (612) 220-0363 or 220-0372
AREA 5 (612) 220-0362
AREA 6 (608) 784-8236 (la Crosse, Wis.)
BEMIDJI FIELD OFFICE (218) 759-1728
DULUTH FIELD OFFICE (218) 722-6424
GENERAL INFORMATION (612) 220-0375

REGION 2
1201 East Highway 2
Grand Rapids, MN 55744- (218) 327-4416
REGION 3
1601 Minnesota Drive
Brainerd, MN 56401 - (218) 828 -2605
REGION 4
Highway 15 South
Box 756
New Ulm. MN 56073- (507) 359-6053
REGION 5
P.O. Box 6247
Rochester, MN 55903 - (507) 285-7430
REGION 6
1200 Warner Road
St. Paul. MN 55106 - (612) 772-7910
CENTRAL OFFICE
DNR Building, Third Floor
500 Lafayette Road
St. Paul. MN 55155-4032- (612) 296-4800

DEPARTMENT OF
NATURAL RESOURCES

US Army Corps
of Engineers

Department of the Army
Corps of Engineers
St. Paul District
180 Kellogg Blvd. East
Room 1421
St. Paul, MN 55101-1479

St. Paul District

In addition, permits may be required by watershed districts and water management organizations (contact
the state Board of Water and Soil Resources at (612) 296-3767 for location information). and local units of
government such as counties, townships, and cities (see your phone directory under government listings).

Wetland Types) and Definitions
Introduction------------.
Littte more than a decade ago, wetlands were
commonly referred to as swamps, bogs, or
marshes and were considered of little to no
value, if not simply a nuisance. By the 1970's, the
ecological and functional value of wetlands was
recognized as expanding agricultural and
d~velopment pressures contributed to their rapid
disappearance. Since the 1970's new laws have
been enacted, old laws enforced, and new
policies developed to regulate the alteration of
wettands. Along with the existing and new laws
came a myriad of federal, state, and local
governmental agencies to deal with. The Army
Corps of Engineers and the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources are the two major
agencies that regulate wetlands in Minnesota.
Local units of government are now becoming
more involved with wetland management
regulations, too. This brochure will attempt to
clarify the different levels of governmental
regulation.

Since that time, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
published Classification of Wetlands and
Deepwater Habitats of the United States which
provides the basis for the current national wetlands inventory. However, because of its familiarity with the Circular 39 system, the state legislature
has decided to continue with this system. Both
systems are currently used in Minnesota. The
following pictures are based on the Circular No.
39 classification system. Type 1 contains three
examples of this type of wetland:

Type 1 Seasonally Flooded Basin

Wetland Functions
Wetlands can provide a number of values that
directly benefit the general public. Collectively
they provide:
Floodwater storage and retention
Nutrient assimilation
Sediment entrapment
Groundwater recharge
Low flow augmentation
Aesthetics and recreation
Shoreland anchoring and erosion control
Wildlife habitat
Fisheries habitat
Habitat for rare plant and animal species

Wetland Classification
The State of Minnesota has based its program of
wettand protection on the classification system
presented in Wetlands of the United States, U.S.
Department of the Interior Fish and Wildlife
Circular No. 39, 1971 Edition. At the time of the
initial protected waters inventory legislation in
1976, the U.S. Soil Conservation Service, and Fish
and Wildlife Service used the same terminology.
When the state legislation was amended in 1979,
the terminology remained.

A SPECIFIC DEFINITION OF WETLAND TYPES 1 THROUGH 8 MAY BE
FOUND IN U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE CIRCULAR 39, 'WETLANDS OF
THE UNITED STATES OR IN MINNESOTA DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL
RESOURCES - DIVISION OF WATERS PUBLICATION 'WETLAND TYPES
AND DEFINITIONS'.
TEXT CREDITS:
MICK WEBURG, USCOE
JOHN FAX, MNDNR-DOW
PHOTO CREDITS:
STEVE EGGERS, USCOE

July 1991

© 1991 State of Minnesota, Department of Natural Resources,
except copyright is not claimed for portions of the work
prepared by the USACOE in 'Federal Permits for Work in
Wetland and Water Areas' section, ten wetland
photographs and Corps logo.

Minnesota Departme~t of Natural Resources
Division of Waters
Introduction

What are "protected waters"?=-1

Minnesota's waters have been grouped
into two categories for purposes of regulations
which encourage the wise use of many types of
water basins and watercourses. The wdters
involved have been identified as '"protected
waters" or '"wetlands" depending on size, physical characteristics and ownership of surrounding
lands. Any person, agency or organization
proposing to change the course, current, or
cross-section of Minnesota's protected waters or
wetlands, must obtain a permit from the Department of Natural Resources (DNR). The DNR's
authority to require such permits is established in
Minnesota Statutes Chapter l 03G.

"Protected Waters" include all of the following:

Maps identifying protected waters and
wetlands are available for inspection at DNR
Regional and Central Offices, County Soil and
Water Conservation District Offices, County
Auditor Offices and County Zoning Offices. Maps
are available from the DNR Information Center,
500 Lafayette Road, St. Paul, MN 55155-4040,
(612) 296-6157.

Why does the State regulate
"protected waters" and
"wetlands"?

1. All water basins assigned a shoreland
management classification, except wetlands less
than 80 acres classified as natural environment
lakes. Check with your county zoning official to
determine whether this applies to your lake.
2.All waters which have been determined
to be public waters or navigable waters by a
court of law.
3.All meandered lakes, except those which
have been legally drained. Meandered lakes
were identified by the General Land Office
Surveys inthe late 1800' s.

4. All water basins previously designated by
the Commissioner of Natural Resources for
specific management purposes such as trout
lakes or game lakes.

5. All water basins previously designated as
scientific and natural areas.

"Wetlands", which are regulated and
protected under Minnesota law, include and are
limited to, all types 3, 4 and 5 wetlands that have
not been designated as "protected waters",
which are l O or more acres in size in
unincorporated areas, or 2-1 /2 or more acres in
size in incorporated areas. The wetlands types
are defined in Circular 39, Wetlands of the United
States, 1971 Edition, U.S. Department of Interior.

owned and controlled access which is intended
to provide for public access to the water basin.
9.All natural and altered natural watercourses with a total drainage area greater than
two square miles and all designed trout streams
(by the Commissioner of Natural Resources)
regardless of the size of their drainage area.

NO DNR PERMIT REQUIRED

The boundary of protected waters and
wetlands, for regulatory purposes, is defined by
the '"ordinary high water mark" (OHW). The OHW
is the elevation delineating the highest water
level which has been maintained for a sufficient
period of time to leave evidence upon the
landscape. Generally, it is the point where the
natural vegetation changes from predominantly
aquatic to predominantly terrestrial.

When is a DNR permit needed?]

OHW (Ordinary High Water Mark) for Basins.
State Jurisdiction extends waterward of OHW

6. All water basins located within and totally

8. All water basins where there is a publicly

I

Floodplain

Certain projects do not require DNRWaters permits. Please refer to DNR brochure
''Work That Can Be Done Without A Protected
Waters Permit".

NOTTO SCALE

7.All water basins where the State of
Minnesota or the federal government holds title to
any of the beds or shores, unless the owner
declares that the water is not necessary for the
purposes of public ownership.

OHW (Ordinary High Water Mark) for watercourses.
State Jurisdiction extends from Top of Banks
into Channel.

What is the boundary of
"protected waters" and
"wetlands"?

surrounded by publicly owned lands.
The identification of protected waters
and wetlands was adopted to make it easier to
determine all waters where a state (DNR) permit
is required for any change in their course, current,
or cross-section. The underlying philosophy is that
the state not only has an interest in protecting the
amount of water contained in these lakes,
marshes and streams, but also has an interest in
protecting the container (i.e., lake, marsh or
stream) which confines these waters.

NOTTO SCALE

What are "wetlands"?

\
Record high
water level

L

Ordinary High Water Level

Range of water level
fluctuation varies
from lake to lake

C:::::::S

Cattail, Bulrush, Sedges and
other aquatic vegetation

For watercourses, the OHW is the elevation of the top of the bank of the channel. For
reservoirs and flowages, the OHW is the operating
elevation of the normal summer pool. Any work
done below the OHW is within the beds of
protected waters or wetlands and is therefore
subject to the permit authority of the Department
of Natural Resources.

Any work done below the ordinary high
water mark (OHW) of protected waters and
wetlands requires a permit from the Department
of Natural Resources (except as noted above).
Typical examples of projects requiring a permit
include: draining, filling, dredging, channelizing,
construction of dams, harbors or permanent
offshore structures, placement of bridges and
culverts, and marinas.
BEFORE INITIATING ANY PROJECT AFFECTING PROTECTED WATERS OR WETLANDS, contact
your local Conservation Officer or the Regional
Hydrologist by writing or phoning the appropriate
Regional Office.
NOTE: Any work exceeding the established limits and/or any other work in protected
waters or wetlands without a permit is a violation
constituting a misdemeanor and is punishable by
imposition of fines up to $700 and/or 90 days in
jail.
If you see what you think is a violation of
State Water Law, you can call the DNRViolations
Coordinator at (612) 296-4800.

United States Army Corps of Engineers
Federal Permits for Work in Wetland and Water Areas
You must have authorization
from the Army Corps of Engineers to put fill or
dredged material into any water or wetland area
(Section 404 of the Clean Water Act)

OR
to do any work in, over, under, or which may
affect the navigable capacity of a Navigable
Water of the United States. (Section 70 of the
Rivers and Harbors Act).
Note that the Corps regulates many more wetland and water areas than does the Minnesota
Department of Natural Resources (MDNR). The
Corps regulates every wetland type discussed in
this brochure; and has jurisdiction over virtually
every wetland and waterbody in Minnesota. You
probably need a permit from the Corps even if
you already have, or do not need, a MDNR
permit.
The Corps regulates many wet prairie and
meadow, forested, shrub, and floodplain wetlands that may seldom, if ever, contain standing
water. These areas may not appear to be wetlands to the untrained eye. However, you should
contact the Corps to obtain a jurisdictional
determination at least 90 days in advance
whenever you plan to place any material in a low
area or other location which may be a wetland,
or to do any work, in, over, under, or which may
affected a Navigable Water of the U.S.

Section 404 Permits ...
... to fill wetland or water areas are not easy to
obtain. In order to be issued a Section 404 permit
for an activity that need not be located in water
or wetland areas to fulfill its basic purpose, an
applicant must clearly demonstrate that:
1. An upland site that would avoid filling
water or wetland areas is not reasonably available, even if not presently owned by the applicant and
2. No feasible on-site alternatives exist that
would avoid or minimize the placement of fill into

waterbodies, including wetlands. Such alternatives include confining development to uplands,
eliminating parts of the development, reducing
building and/or parking lot sizes, etc.
After an applicant has successfully
passed steps l and 2, the last step in the process
is compensatory mitigation (creating water or
wetland areas having values sufficient to offset
the values lost because of the fill). Such mitigation must be included to the maximum extent
feasible. This often involves the purchase and
restoration of previously drained wetlands, or the
purchase and conversion of upland areas into
wetlands. National policy is that there shall be no
net loss of wetlands.
Even if all of the above are satisfied, a
permit must be denied if the proposal would have
a significant adverse effect upon aquatic resources, or the Corps determines that the proposal is contrary to the public interest, or if a state
or local permit is denied for the work.

Section 1o Permits ... .. . are required for work affecting "navigabl~
waters# of the U.S. These are the major rivers and
lakes, which in Minnesota are:
Big Fork River, Big Stone Lake, Bois De Sioux River,
Kawishiwi River, Kettle River, Lake of the Woods,
Lake Traverse, Lake Superior, Little Fork River,
Lower Red Lake, Mille Lacs Lake, Minnesota River,
Mississippi River and Headwaters ReseNoirs,
Pigeon River, Pike River, Rainy River, Red River of
the North, Red Lake River, Rum River, Snake River,
St. Louis River, Upper Red Lake, Vermillion Lake
and River and the International Boundary Waters.
Section l 0 permits are generally issued where the
proposal would have no substantial adverse
effects on navigation or the environment. However, if the work or structure includes a discharge
of dredged or fill materials, a Section 404 permit
will also be required.
The information which follows generally applies to
both Section 10 and 404 permits.

When will you get your permit?]
You might not. A substantial number of Corps
individual permits for projects that would alter
wetlands are denied, usually after a review
process that may exceed 90 to 120 days. The
time it takes for the Corps to make a final decision depends on the kind of Corps permit that is
required, how complex or controversial the
project is, and how complete the information is
concerning the proposed project. Lengthy
delays often result while applicants prepare an
alternative analysis of available upland sites,
alternative designs that reduce the adverse
impacts to wetlands, or develop compensatory
mitigation plans.
Corps individual permits (IP) involve issuance of a
public notice to solicit comments about the
adverse and beneficial impacts of the project.
An environmental assessment is also prepared for
each project. Field investigations of projects sites
are usually necessary, and sometimes include an
archaeological suNey. The Corps must coordinate individual permit projects with many Federal, state, and local agencies. Sometimes a
public hearing is required, which adds about 60
days to the permit review .
Corps nationwide permits (NWP)_can authorize
some minor projects that involve small wetland
fills or work in certain locations. It takes only a few
days to confirm the applicability of some nationwide permits.
A Corps general permit (GP) can authorize
certain projects that require both MDNR and
Corps permits. The Corps and the MDNR developed this GP to reduce regulatory duplication for
the public. It will not apply if your project has
been denied a state or local permit fails certain
conditions, or is controversial. GP,s may take 20 to
30 days.
A Corps Letter-of-Permissions CLOP) may be used
to authorize certain minor work, such as a dock or
storm water outfall. This kind of Section-10-only
permit is limited to work or structures in navigable
waters of the U.S.; it cannot be used to authorize
filling water or wetland areas. LOPs may require
issuance of a public notice, and usually take l 0
to 45 days.

You should keep in mind ...
... that your Corps permit may be denied. Investments that may depend upon issuance of a
Corps permit to be successful should not be
undertaken before a permit is granted. Remember, contact the Corps whenever it appears that
work you propose may need a Corps permit and
apply for Corps permits as soon as possible.

Corps Permit Fees ...
... depend on the nature and scope of the
project. The Corps will advise you of any fee so
you can decide if you wish your application to
be evaluated.

Violations ...
... are punishable by fines of up to $50,000 per
day of violation, or imprisonment of up to 3 years,
or both. Also, the area subject to the violation
generally must be restored to its original condition. If you believe you know of a violation,
immediately contact the Corps Compliance
Section at (612) 220-0378.

Contact the Corps
The best way to contact the Corps is to send a
letter describing your project, along with a map
showing the project location, and a sketch or
drawing showing the proposed work. Photos of
the site help. Be sure to include your address and
telephone number, so the Corps can call or write
you. Or, if you wish, you may call the Corps at
the numbers indicated in this brochure.

Warning - by USDA - SCS
Any drainage activity including maintenance on wetlands may affect a landowners receipt of USDA benefits under the 1985
Food Security Act (FSA) as amended. Before
commencing any activity affecting drainage on your land, contact your local USDASoil ConseNation SeNice and refer to their
fact sheet entitled "FSA Wetland Determinations and Agriculture (May, 1990)".

